Workshop: Pretreatment of lignocellulosic substrates for biogas production

Dr. Mattias Svensson and Prof. Frank Scholwin

Sponsored by Landia

Organized by DBFZ, Energiforsk, and Institute for Biogas Waste Management & Energy
What is IBBA?

Inter Baltic Biogas Arena is an information exchange service to increase cooperation of biogas protagonists in the Baltic Region

• Annual workshop since 2013
  www.ibbaworkshop.se

• LinkedIn group in cooperation with IEA Bioenergy Task 37

• Homepage: www.ibba.se
Annual workshop

Characteristics: 30-60 participants, Scientific focus, Short industrial session, Speed-dating

• 2013, SE – Digestate and digestate handling
• 2014, DE – Methane emissions
• 2015, SE – Pretreatment of lignocellulosic substrates
• 2015, ?? - Discussion on Friday morning at Energiforsk

Many possible topics such as:
Small scale biogas upgrading, small scale biogas production, etc..
Cooperation with IEA Bioenergy Task 37

• Provide input to technical brochures through workshop presentations and abstracts
• Joint LinkedIn group for requests and information, such as
  – a method for a specific task
  – a partner for an envisaged national or international project
  – a speaker for a workshop
  – an interesting project report
• Find us and join our network through www.ibba.se
Collaboration requests

How to post a collaboration request.

If you would like to publish a collaboration request, please send the text you would like to publish (including homepage url) to tobias.persson@sgc.se. Your request will be published here and in the Task 37 LinkedIn group.

Swedish Gas Technology Centre (SGC)

SGC coordinates R&D within the field of energy gases in Sweden and promotes widespread and efficient utilisation of gas since 1990. We want to take an active part on the European scene. Accordingly, we continuously look for new EU project collaboration http://www.sgc.se/en/
What happens today?

• Introduction & Keynote
• Technology evaluation & company presentations
• Speeddating
• Scientific contributions
• Breaks for crop, soul, spirits, excursion, discussion..... & EXHIBITORS!
Speeddating?

- **Six rounds** in almost one hour!
- **Each round** is about **8 minutes**, starts and ends with a signal
- Please **keep in this time**, the next discussion partners expects to start!
- Each **round has a colour** indicated in the matrix
- Each **place has a number** indicated in the matrix
- **Look through your column and row** (each discussion is there only once!)
- Go to the indicated place and you will find your discussion partner
- Keep your introduction short – concentrate on targets and your questions!
Thank you for participating in the 3rd IBBA workshop and for joining our network!